The first name in Rooftents, Retractable Awnings, Fridge Sliders, Roofracks and Accessories - the last word quality.
AFRICAN WILD DOG also known as THE PAINTED DOG is South Africa’s rarest carnivore and one of the World’s most endangered canines. It is estimated that there are between 4,000 and 5,000 of these dogs in approximately 14 animal roaming across the plains of Africa in the Wild and most of these are in protected areas e.g. Game Reserves.

A revolutionary cutting edge advancement in expedition style rack design. The K9 System is engineered and manufactured at the Eezi-Awn facility. With over 39 years of experience in the expedition market across the globe, Eezi-Awn knows what is necessary in a rack and what will take it to the next level.

The K9 Roof Rack System is thinner, stronger, more functional, aerodynamic and made to last.
**K9 AX CRADLE**
Manufactured from steel - electro-passivated and powder-coated. Fits K9 roofracks on the side or on top.
NB. Lock not supplied.

**K9 JACK CRADLE including foot-piece.**
Manufactured from steel - electro-passivated and powder-coated. Fits most K9 roofracks on the side or on top and includes Jack footpiece bag. NB. Lock not supplied.

**K9 SPARE WHEEL HOLDER**
Manufactured from electro-passivated and powder-coated steel. Fits K9 roofracks on top.
NB. Lock not supplied.

**K9 LANDY LADDER**
Rear mounted and manufactured of extruded and laser cut powder-coated lightweight aluminium. Ladder and footpiece are the lightest in the industry and only weigh 2.5 kgs. Available for Series 90 and Defender 110 Landrovers.

**K9 SPADE CRADLE**
Manufactured in such a way to accommodate all spade and shovel types & shapes. Manufactured from electro-passivated powder-coated steel. Fits K9 roofracks on the side or on top. NB. Lock not supplied.

**K9 LOADBARS**
Are sleek, streamlined, robust and manufactured of extruded powder-coated aluminium. Available with various adaptors to fit most vehicles.

**K9 JERRY CAN HOLDER**
Is unique with custom designed folding braces. These collapse and store in the demand high peak tailgate when not required. This material is manufactured from electro-painted powder-coated steel.

**K9 G-CLAMP**
Is manufactured of extruded aluminium fits most OME vehicle bars can be used with the K9 racks or Loadbars.

**K9 TABLES**
Are lightweight, robust and manufactured of rigidised stainless steel with rounded corners, aluminium powder-coated legs and stainless steel leg bolts. Available in four sizes S, M, L & XL. Under K9 roofrack mount ring table sizes are Optional additional accessories.

**K9 JERRY CAN HOLDER Single/Dual**

**Landcruiser Ladder**
Rear mounted and manufactured of extruded and laser cut powder-coated lightweight aluminium. Available for Series 70 and 78 Landcruisers. Only weight 2.5kgs.

---

**AX Cradle**
Manufactured from steel - electro-passivated and powder-coated. Fits most roofracks on the side or on top. NB. Lock not supplied.

**K9 SPARE-WHEEL HOLDER**
Manufactured from electro-passivated and powder-coated steel. Fits K9 roofracks on top.
NB. Lock not supplied.

**K9 LANDY LADDER**
Rear mounted and manufactured of extruded and laser cut powder-coated lightweight aluminium. Ladder and footpiece are the lightest in the industry and only weigh 2.5 kgs. Available for Series 90 and Defender 110 Landrovers.

**K9 G-CLAMP**
Is manufactured of extruded aluminium fits most OME vehicle bars can be used with the K9 racks or Loadbars.

**K9 JERRY CAN HOLDER**
Is unique with custom designed folding braces. These collapse and store in the demand high peak tailgate when not required. This material is manufactured from electro-painted powder-coated steel.

**K9 G-CLAMP**
Is manufactured of extruded aluminium fits most OME vehicle bars can be used with the K9 racks or Loadbars.

**K9 TABLES**
Are lightweight, robust and manufactured of rigidised stainless steel with rounded corners, aluminium powder-coated legs and stainless steel leg bolts. Available in four sizes S, M, L & XL. Under K9 roofrack mount ring table sizes are Optional additional accessories.
K9 MAX TRAX HOLDER
- A unique, custom-designed 3mm thick electro-passivated powder-coated steel sturdy holder that uses the Max Trax lockable pins to secure them in place. Can accommodate up to 4 Max Trax at a time.
- Can be ordered with or without the pins.

K9 DISCOVERY 3/4 LADDER
- Rear-mounted and manufactured of extruded and laser-cut powder-coated lightweight aluminium.

K9 STORE MORE KIT
- Ideal for securing square shape items to the K9 rack kit.
- Includes the ratchet strap.

K9 ALU BOX TRAY
- Manufactured to accommodate the following size aluboxes: 42, 60, 67, 73, 74, 115, 120

K9 SPADE AND AXE CRADLE COMBO
- Manufactured in such a way to accommodate all spade and axe types and shapes.
- Fits K9 roof racks on the top.
- Manufactured from electro-passivated and powder-coated steel.
- NB: Lock not supplied.
**K9 Bottle Opener**

EEZI AWN K9 BOTTLE OPENER is a nifty little addition to the roof rack that makes opening bottles a breeze. It is manufactured from stainless steel and aluminium to withstand the harshest conditions. Comes complete with all required hardware in order to mount it.

**K9 Spine**

K9 SPINE is a custom designed 3mm thick extruded powder coated aluminium. It is manufactured to fit most OME tracks or our K9 tracks. It can be set in the closed or 90° open positions and allows 45° to freeing up space on the rack. Manufactured in such a way that our Maxtrax kit and Pax mounts (not included) bolts directly to it.

**Ammo Box Carry All**

K9 AMMO BOX CARRY ALL is manufactured of heavy duty black PVC. It is fully collapsible. The bag is two treated sides either three high lid or three low lid ammo boxes. When storing three low lid ammo boxes the additional space can be used for extreme camping gear. The Carry All Comes supplied complete with an 18“ rail kit.

**K9 Load Bin Legs**

Eezi-Awn manufactures a range of load bin legs to fit most OME tracks or our K9 tracks. Manufactured of extruded powder coated aluminium. The ‘C’ is a perfect shape in order to attach K9 load bars or K9 roof racks.

**K9 Universal Maxtrax & Rotopax 90° Holder**

K9 UNIVERSAL MAXTRAX and K9 ROTOPAX 90° HOLDER is a unique custom design 3mm thick extruded powder coated adjustable metal storage holder. By removing a stainless steel locking pin it has the ability to be set in the closed or 90° open positions and allows 45° to freeing up space on the rack. Manufactured in such a way that our Maxtrax kit and the mounts included both come free!

**Spine**

K9 SPINE is a custom designed 3mm thick extruded powder coated aluminium. It is manufactured to fit most OME tracks or our K9 tracks. It can be set in the closed or 90° open positions and allows 45° to freeing up space on the rack. Manufactured in such a way that our Maxtrax kit and the mounts included both come free!

**K9 RoToPax Plate**

K9 ROTOPAX PLATE is a unique custom design 2mm thick electro passivated powder coated steel plate that bolts to the K9 rack and by using the Pax mounts secures the Rotopax in the flat position on the rack. The mounts are not supplied.

**K9 Eezi Roller**

K9 Eezi Roller is ideal for loading larger long items such as kayaks, ladders etc onto the K9 rack by yourself. By placing one end on the roller and lifting the other end it facilitates the ease of loading on your own. Manufactured of extruded aluminium with moulded rubber inserts. Roller is 600mm long.

**K9 Load Bin Legs**

Eezi-Awn manufactures a range of load bin legs to fit most OME tracks or our K9 tracks. Manufactured of extruded powder coated aluminium. The ‘C’ is a perfect shape in order to attach K9 load bars or K9 roof racks.

**EEZI AWN K9 BOTTLE OPENER**

EEZI AWN K9 BOTTLE OPENER is a nifty little addition to the roof rack that makes opening bottles a breeze. It is manufactured from stainless steel and aluminium to withstand the harshest conditions. Comes complete with all required hardware in order to mount it.

**K9 Load Bin Legs**

Eezi-Awn manufactures a range of load bin legs to fit most OME tracks or our K9 tracks. Manufactured of extruded powder coated aluminium. The ‘C’ is a perfect shape in order to attach K9 load bars or K9 roof racks.

**EEZI AWN K9 BOTTLE OPENER**

EEZI AWN K9 BOTTLE OPENER is a nifty little addition to the roof rack that makes opening bottles a breeze. It is manufactured from stainless steel and aluminium to withstand the harshest conditions. Comes complete with all required hardware in order to mount it.

**K9 Bottle Opener**

EEZI AWN K9 BOTTLE OPENER is a nifty little addition to the roof rack that makes opening bottles a breeze. It is manufactured from stainless steel and aluminium to withstand the harshest conditions. Comes complete with all required hardware in order to mount it.

**K9 Load Bin Legs**

Eezi-Awn manufactures a range of load bin legs to fit most OME tracks or our K9 tracks. Manufactured of extruded powder coated aluminium. The ‘C’ is a perfect shape in order to attach K9 load bars or K9 roof racks.

**EEZI AWN K9 BOTTLE OPENER**

EEZI AWN K9 BOTTLE OPENER is a nifty little addition to the roof rack that makes opening bottles a breeze. It is manufactured from stainless steel and aluminium to withstand the harshest conditions. Comes complete with all required hardware in order to mount it.

**K9 Bottle Opener**

EEZI AWN K9 BOTTLE OPENER is a nifty little addition to the roof rack that makes opening bottles a breeze. It is manufactured from stainless steel and aluminium to withstand the harshest conditions. Comes complete with all required hardware in order to mount it.

**K9 Load Bin Legs**

Eezi-Awn manufactures a range of load bin legs to fit most OME tracks or our K9 tracks. Manufactured of extruded powder coated aluminium. The ‘C’ is a perfect shape in order to attach K9 load bars or K9 roof racks.
**K9 LANDCRUISER 76/79 Double Cab STORAGE BIN**

Utilise the void under your seat to fit a lockable space saver bin for loose items such as first aid kit, torch, reference books, maps, caps and sundry items.

**K9 SPOTLIGHT BRACKET**

Simple lightweight strong aluminium bracket that accommodates most round LED or spotlights. Also available electro-passivated powder coated steel brackets for LED bar lights.

**K9 UNIVERSAL TRAX HOLDER**

A unique custom design 3mm thick electro-passivated powder coated steel sturdy holder. This uses a top quality adjustable Ratchet strap to secure 2 Trax in place. Fabricated to accommodate most Trax manufactured very easily.

**EEZI AWN K9 FOLD A CHAIR**

Frame is manufactured of a black powder coated aluminium supported with robust stainless steel scissor mechanism. The complete chair is stored in a black PVC bag measuring 1150mm x 200mm x 80mm weighing in at 5kg. It is a very sturdy chair and should be around your campfire for many years to come. Available in charcoal & beige.

**EEZI AWN K9 THREE IN ONE**

Can be used as a stool, sidetable or step manufactured from powder coated aluminium. Collapsed it is stored in a compact canvas bag. Available in black & green.

**THREE IN ONE SIZE**

Top Surface Size: 400 (L) x 280 (W)

Height when open: 400 (H)

Weighs 3kg's.
**Uflex Eezi-Awn K9 Cap**

- High-Quality Material
- High-Quality Embroidery
- Eezi-Awn Logo Front
- K9 Logo & #KeepItEezi Hash Tag Back

**Specifications:**
- Black, Silver
- Sizes: S-M and L-XL

---

**K9 Omega Water Bottle**

- Both functional and stylish
- Screw cap closure
- Single walled
- Not dishwasher or microwave safe
- High grade stainless steel
- Black with silver cap and base

**Specifications:**
- Screw cap closure
- Single walled
- Not dishwasher or microwave safe
- High grade stainless steel
- Colour: Black, Silver

---

**K9 Vacuum Mug**

- Whether you are looking to keep your drink cold on a hot summer day or whether you are looking to fight the chill with your hot drink of choice, the Thermosteel Drifter 450ml Vacuum Mug is the thermal mug for you.

**Specifications:**
- Keeps drinks hot for up to 6 hours
- Keeps drinks cold for up to 16 hours
- No need design
- High grade stainless steel
- Colour: Black, Silver

---

**EEZI-AWN Saloon Bottle Opener Keyring**

- With its high chrome finish and rugged design, the Saloon Bottle Opener Keyring is an awesome gift for almost anybody. Now you don’t have to wait for someone to find a bottle opener to enjoy your cool and refreshing drink, if you have your keys with you… then you are ready.

**Specifications:**
- Chrome plated zinc alloy
- Includes velvet pouch
- Colour: Black, Silver

---

**Eezi-Awn K9 Merchandise**

- UFLEX Eezi-Awn K9 Cap
- K9 Omega Water Bottle
- K9 Vacuum Mug
- EEZI-AWN Saloon Bottle Opener Keyring

---

**Merchandise**

- Front: K9 Logo
- Back: Eezi-Awn Logo
K9 UNIVERSAL SHOWER ARM
Manufactured from steel—electro passivated and powder-coated. Extends 650mm past the rack when open and folds back to 600mm when folded to stow away easily. From front to rear, the arm can be placed and removed in seconds, can be used on the back or side of the rack. Shower bag not included.

K9 WATER TANK HOLDER
Is a unique custom design 60mm high tray manufactured in steel—electro passivated powder-coated steel, which holds a 40L plastic water tank in place with a ratchet strap can be ordered with or without the water tank.

K9 TAP & FITTINGS
Simple strong aluminium bracket that bolts on to the side of the rack holding the top quality brass tap in place alongside the K9 rack. Comes with 1m of reinforced hose and two stainless steel clamps and fittings for ease of mounting. The tap is made of top quality brass.

EEZI-AWN CUBE is a light weight cubical that is easy to roll in and out and is protected from the elements in a travel bag alongside the vehicle. It sets up in a few minutes using our twist lock pole mechanism. Creating a cubical alongside the vehicle for privacy either getting changed or showering.

Cube
Cube Size Closed:
1350 (L) x 150 (W) x 150 (H)
Cube Sizes Open:
1000 (L) x1000 (W) x1700 (H)
Weight: 11.4kg

Cube Size Closed:
1350 (L) x 150 (W) x 150 (H)
Cube Sizes Open:
1000 (L) x1000 (W) x1900 (H)
Weight: 11.6kg
EEZI-AWN’S NEW BLADE rooftent is a revolutionary aerodynamic hard-shell rooftent. It is engineered and manufactured at the EEZI-AWN facility.

With over 30 years experience in the rooftent industry EEZI-AWN knows what is necessary to take an aluminium hard-shell rooftent to the next level. Making it more functional, streamlined and aerodynamic. The tents are assembled with a unique hinge mechanism. Gas struts set up the tents in seconds. They come equipped with internal LED lights, two storage pockets and an 80mm high density laminated mattress. Like all EEZI-AWN products they are built to last.

Size: 2200 (L) x 1450 (W) x 320 (H) at the back
Shell Colour: Black Casing
Fabric: Green, Grey or Beige
Weight: 72kg’s

We have now added our K9 TRACK SYSTEM to the top of our Blade roof tent to make it even better for K9’s. We have included Led lights, spacious helmet and water storage, a spare wheel and a similar lock bar to which Solar panels, bikes and kayaks can be mounted just to name a few.

With over 30 years experience in the Rooftent industry EEZI-AWN knows what is necessary to take an Aluminium hard shell rooftent to the next level making it more functional, aerodynamic with a unique hinge mechanism which creates more leg room when open, has no loose parts, opens and closes in minutes.

It comes supplied with internal LED lights, two storage pockets and an 80mm high density laminated mattress and USB port and like all EEZI-AWN products it is built to last.

Size: 2200 (L) x 1450 (W) x 320 (H) at the back
Shell Colour: Black Casing
Fabric: Green, Grey or Beige
Weight: 90kg’s
THE SERIES III 2200 tent, nicknamed the FAMILY rooftop tent, is the largest in the Serie III range. This tent comes with two mattresses, two ladders and a removable divider in the centre of the tent. Made with the same quality materials and production process as the Serie III, it has double-stitched 360GSM heavy duty ripstop canvas stretched onto aluminium bows. Supported with stainless steel hinges attached to 9mm marine plywood boards, reinforced with Meranti timber and extruded aluminium beams. Reinforced PVC flysheet supported with spring steel rods. Two separate 64mm thick and 250cm long, 450GSMapproach high-density foam mattresses. It has zip up privacy panels / mosquito nets on all doors and windows with large storage pockets on each side.

The FAMILY rooftop tent has an integrated bungy system for aiding the closing of the tent when packing up.

Fully retractable heavy duty aluminium ladders, heavy duty YKK zippers and a ratchet assisted reinforced PVC travel cover.

Sleeps four comfortably

Size Open: 2440 (L) x 2200 (W) x 1300mm (H) 
Fabric: Green, Grey or Beige

Large Storage Pockets

With zip up doors available for all Eezi-Awn Rooftents.

THE SERIES 3 ROOFTOP TENT is manufactured of heavy duty ripstop canvas, double-stitch reinforced and stretched onto aluminium bows, which are fixed to top quality polyurethane coated plyboards supported with anodised aluminium hardware and stainless steel hinges. Board locking mechanism - anodised custom-designed aluminium extrusions - the only rooftent in the industry that has this option. Mattresses are fabric covered 65 mm SABS approved high density foam. Flysheet of lightweight reinforced PVC supported free of roof by aluminium bows. Mosquito mesh on entry doors and window openings. Zip up privacy panels both sides to cover windows internally. Unique internal bungy mechanism to aid closing of roof tent. Two extra-gated internal storage pockets.

Patented anodized aluminium retractable extension ladder with new built in foot piece std.

Sizes available - open:
2440 (L) x 1200 (W) x 1300mm (H)
2440 (L) x 1400 (W) x 1300mm (H)
2440 (L) x 1600 (W) x 1300mm (H)
2440 (L) x 1800 (W) x 1300mm (H)

Fabric: Green, Grey or Beige

With zip up doors available for all Eezi-Awn Rooftents.
The T-TOP XKLUSIV with ADD-A-ROOM is manufactured of heavy-duty ripstop canvas double stitched throughout and stretched onto aluminum bows which are fixed to imported polyurethane coated plyboards with anodized aluminum hardware and stainless steel hinges. Unique in design - climb into bedroom section from inside the rooftent.

Unique in design - climb into bedroom section from inside the rooftent.

Custom slide-out anodized aluminum roof extender.

Board locking mechanism - anodised custom designed aluminium extrusions. (Note: switch to SABS South African Standards).

Height: 2000mm - 2200mm

Fabric:
- Green
- Grey
- Beige

Add-A-Room: (open top)
- 2440 (L) x 1400 (W) x 1300 (H)
- 2440 (L) x 1600 (W) x 1300 (H)
- 2440 (L) x 1800 (W) x 1300 (H)
- 2000 (L) x 2200 (W) x 1200 (H)

Sizes available:
- 2440 (L) x 1400 (W)
- 2440 (L) x 1600 (W)
- 2440 (L) x 1800 (W)
- 2000 (L) x 2200 (W)

The T-TOP XKLUSIV with ADD-A-ROOM is manufactured of heavy-duty ripstop canvas double stitched throughout and stretched onto aluminum bows which are fixed to imported polyurethane coated plyboards with anodized aluminum hardware and stainless steel hinges. Unique in design - climb into bedroom section from inside the rooftent.

Unique in design - climb into bedroom section from inside the rooftent.

Custom slide-out anodized aluminum roof extender.

Board locking mechanism - anodized custom designed aluminum extrusions. (Note: switch to SABS South African Standards).

Height: 2000mm - 2200mm

Fabric:
- Green
- Grey
- Beige

Add-A-Room: (open top)
- 2440 (L) x 1400 (W) x 1300 (H)
- 2440 (L) x 1600 (W) x 1300 (H)
- 2440 (L) x 1800 (W) x 1300 (H)
- 2000 (L) x 2200 (W) x 1200 (H)

Sizes available:
- 2440 (L) x 1400 (W)
- 2440 (L) x 1600 (W)
- 2440 (L) x 1800 (W)
- 2000 (L) x 2200 (W)

The Fun With Add-A-Room

The Fun With Add-A-Room

The Fun With Add-A-Room

The Fun With Add-A-Room

The Fun With Add-A-Room
THE JAZZ ROOFTOP TENT is manufactured of ripstop canvas, double stitched throughout and stretched onto aluminium bows, which are fixed to top quality polyurethane coated plyboards supported with anodised aluminium hardware and stainless steel hinges. The only rooftent in the industry that has this system.

Mattress which is fabric covered SABS approved 65mm hi-density foam. Mosquito mesh both entry doors and side windows. Zip-up privacy panels both sides to cover windows internally. Patented anodised aluminum retractable extention ladder.

Fabric: Two Tone Beige and Green or Plain Grey

Sizes Available Open:
2440 L x 1200 w x 1300 H
2440 L x 1400 w x 1300 H
2440 L x 1600 w x 1300 H
2440 L x 1800 w x 1300 H

THE GLOBE TRACKER is manufactured of ripstop canvas double stitched throughout and stretched onto powder coated steel bows which are fixed to an polyurethane coated plyboard with anodised aluminium hardware and stainless steel hinges. Unique in design - step up into the bedroom section from inside the tent.

Features include:
A South African Bureau of Standards approved 85mm thick high density fabric foam covered mattress. Large suspended flysheet. A zip-up window along the full length of the tent with sewn in flymesh and privacy panel. Side windows and zip-up privacy panels with sewn in mosquito nets. Unique internal bungy mechanism to aid opening and closing of roof tent. Two elongated internal storage pockets. Large zip on Add-A-Room manufactured of spring fabric includes a rear panel and groundsheet, with a full opening weather proof window and mosquito net to door opening.

The Add-A-Room and groundsheet come complete in a sturdy canvas storage bag. Anodised aluminium ladder. Heavy duty reinforced PVC rain/dust proof cover over pop up room. Manufactured to suit trailers with heights from 1500mm and up.

Fabric: Beige

Weight: Approx 75kg
THE EEZI-AWN CARAVAN AWNINGS are easy to roll-up bag awning that provides protection from the elements. Compact and lightweight they are easily fitted to most Caravans.

The awning slides into the caravan’s rope rail with a custom PVC extrusion and can be set up less than a minute thanks to the self-contained aluminium framework, that easily rolls out and locks into position with a simple adjustable twist locking pole mechanism.

The Eezi-Awn Caravan is a 260 gsm rip stop canvas awning. It has a lightweight aluminium framework and height adjustable legs. It is supplied in Black PVC bag with YKK zips.

Fabric: Green, Grey or Beige canvas.

Sizes Open: 2100 (L) x 2000 (W) 2100 (L) x 2500 (W) 2100 (L) x 3000 (W) 2100 (L) x 3500 (W)

THE SPOYLA AWN is a lightweight, maintenance free spring loaded retractable awning with an option to Add-A-Room. Easy to install front and side panels provide added living space, privacy and protection against sun, wind and rain.

Panels are available for all Eezi-Awn’s Retractable Awnings. Manufactured to the highest specification, the panels clip into the awning and slide into front roller and zip together at the corners with ground sheet included.

Fabric: Green, Grey or Beige

One size available: Casing 1300mm long and the fabric extends 2 metres

Also available in a black anodised casing.

One size available: Casing 1500mm Long and the fabric extends 2.1 metres.
EEZI-AWN LITE SHADE AWNING is a lightweight, easy to roll up bag awning that provides protection from the elements. The awning can be setup in less than a minute thanks to the self-contained aluminium framework that easily rolls out and locks into position with a simple adjustable twist locking pole mechanism.

Sizes available
2.0m 9kg’s and 2.5m 10kg’s
Both extend 2.1m
Fabric: Green, Grey or Beige

Eezi-Awn’s unique SWIFT–IN–A–BAG 180 degree self contained awning is manufactured of anodised aluminium extruded rafter arms complete with attached adjustable support legs. It is lightweight, maintenance free and simple to operate. The unit is supplied complete with adaptors. The unit is supplied complete with adaptors.

Size Closed:
2300 (L) x 150 (W) x 150 (H)

Fabric:
Green, Grey or Beige

Weight:
Only 12kg

Swift Optional Add-A-Room
Easy to install front and side panels provide added living space, privacy and protection against sun, wind and rain.

With Add-A-Room
Swift
Awning

Easy to roll up

With Add-A-Room
Swift
Awning

Easy to roll up
Eezi-Awn’s unique BAT-IN-A-BAG 270° self contained awning is manufactured of anodised aluminium extruded rafter arms complete with attached adjustable support legs. It is lightweight, maintenance free and simple to operate. The unit is supplied complete with adaptor kit. Available for left or right hand side of the vehicle.

Fabric: Green, Grey or Beige

Size: 2300(L) x 150(W) x 150(H)
Weight: only 22kg’s

Eezi-Awn’s unique MANTA-IN-A-BAG 270+ self contained awning is manufactured of anodised aluminium extruded rafter arms complete with attached adjustable support legs. It is lightweight, maintenance free and simple to operate. The unit is supplied complete with adaptor kit. Available for left or right hand side of the vehicle.

Fabric: Green, Grey or Beige

Size: 2300(L) x 150(W) x 150(H)
Weight: only 23kg’s

With Add-A-Room

With an option to Add-A-Room. Easy to install front and side panels provide added living space, privacy and protection against sun, wind and rain.
Eezi-Awn’s SERIES 1000 awnings are slimline, lightweight, compact, maintenance free, self contained and operated with attached adjustable arms and support legs. Available in natural or black anodised casing. Fabric: Green, Grey or Beige.

Series 1000 Retractable Awning

Sizes available: 2.0m, 2.5m, 3.0m and 3.5m all extend 2.1m

Retractable Awning Series 1000

Available in natural or black anodised casing. Also available in black anodised casing. Recommended for SUV’s, Vans, Bakkies, 4x4’s, Motorhomes and Caravans.

Eezi to install front and side panels provide added living space, privacy and protection against sun, wind and rain. Panels are available for all Eezi-Awn’s Retractable Awning. Recvee Panels are manufactured to the highest specification, the panels clip into the awnings and slide into front roller and zip together at the corners with groundsheet included.

Eezi-Awn SERIES 2000 awnings are unique, self contained and maintenance free. They are precision made to the highest standards with top quality fabric, housed in compact lightweight anodised aluminium casings. Also available in black anodised casing. All in one unit with attached adjustable arms and support legs comes in four sizes to operate awnings. Also available in black anodised casing. Available in natural or black anodised casing. Fabric: Green, Grey or Beige.

Series 2000 Retractable Awning

Sizes available: 2.0m, 2.5m, 3.0m, 4.0m and 4.5m all extend 2.1m

G-Clamp

A wide range of G-Clamp’s to suit all applications and purposes. Available in black anodised casing.

Recvee Panels for Series 2000 Awning

Size available: 2.0m, 2.5m, 3.0m, 4.0m and 4.5m all extend 2.1m.
K9 FRIDGE BUDDY and K9 JUMBO BUDDY are a unique custom designed, engineered and manufactured simple to use Push-Pull gas strut torsion operated Fridge Sliders.

The Step-down and Step-up mechanism allows for easy access to the fridge. The attached rotating draw handle is fixed out of the way when the fridge is open or whilst travelling – it is locked in position.

Includes fridge tie-down straps.

Available for most fridges 50 litres or less for the Buddy And 90 litres or less for the Jumbo Buddy.

THE FRIDGE SHUTTLE is manufactured of powder-coated aluminium extrusions.

The Shuttle is the lightest and most slimline fridge slide in the Industry. Only weighs 9kgs and just 50mm high.

The slide is available for most 50 litre or less portable fridges and is supplied with Tie-down straps.

Now with an optional extra National Luna mounting locking kit for the shuttle sold separately.

Includes fridge tie-down straps.

Available for most fridges 50 litres or less for the Buddy And 90 litres or less for the Jumbo Buddy.
EEZI-AWN FRIDGE SLIDE
K9 Fridge Slide is a unique custom-designed, engineered, and manufactured robust slide. It has a simple but safe push-pull locking mechanism. Includes tie-down straps.

Available in two sizes: 50 Litres or less and 90 Litres or less.
There are good reasons why Eezi-Awn is one of the largest manufacturers of RECVEE Equipment. Since its inception 39 years ago the name Eezi-Awn has long been synonymous with quality rooftop tents, retractable awnings, fridge sliders, roof racks and accessories. Eezi-Awn’s dedication for exceptional service is evident in all the equipment we produce, sell locally and export to many countries around the world. Eezi-Awn is beyond comparison. Remember that long after the sweetness of price is gone Quality prevails.